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ginating in religion, dispenses but from a scanty
and precarious fund; and therefore, if it be liberal
in the case of some objects, it is generally found
to be contracted towards others. Men, who, acting
from worldly principles, make the greatest stir about
general philanthropy or zealous patriotism, are often
very deficient in their conduct in domestic life; and
very neglectful of the opportunities, fully within
their reach, of promoting the comfort of those with
whom they are immediately connected. But true
Christian benevolence is always occupied in pro-
ducing happiness to the utmost of its power, and
according to the extent of its sphere, bo it larger
or more limited: it contracts itself to the measure
of the smallest; it can expand itself to the amplitude
of the largest. It resembles majestic rivers, which
are poured from an unfailing and abundant source.
Silent and peaceful in their course, they begin with
dispensing beauty and comfort to every cottage by
which they pass. In their further progress, they
fertilize provinces and enrich kingdoms. At length
they pour themselves into the ocean ; where, chang-
ing their names, but not their nature, they visit
distant nations and other hemispheres, and spread
throughout the world the expansive tide of their
beneficence.
It must be confessed, that many of the good'
effects of which religion is productive to political
societies, would be produced even by a false re-
ligion, which should prescribe good morals, antl
should be able to enforce its precepts by sufficient
sanctions. Of this nature are those effects which
depend on our calling in the aid of a Being who booh
the heart, in order to assist the weakness, and iu
various ways to supply the inherent defects of all
human jurisprudence. But tho superior excellence
of Christianity in this respect must be acknowledged,

